The main objective of this chapter is to shed light on the leadership formation processes and resistance strategies/tactics (repertoires) that were acted out in the GPPs. We understand leadership as a collective construction as opposed to being individually driven, which also allows us to transcend the dichotomy between "spontaneity" and "leadership"-one of the central discussions regarding the nature of the GPPs. Rather than being a "real person" or "concrete individual," leadership is of a collective character as an "organism, a complex element of society in which a collective will . . . begins to take concrete form" (Gramsci 2000, 240) . We go on to argue that spontaneity is a matter of degree rather than a mere state of "leaderslessness" (Gramsci 2012, 196) . As Gramsci clarifies, spontaneous collective action tends to contain "multiple elements of 'conscious leadership'" although "no one of them is predominant" (Gramsci 2012, 196-197) . Leadership can thus be defined as an organized collection of institutional bodies and collective activities that determine organizational forms and the formulation of strategies and tactics, or simply the deployment of resistance repertoires. As such, it can be traced to the modes of "withinmovement participation," "decision-making," and "alliancebuilding" (Otero 1999).
Our interpretation of the GPPs seeks to demonstrate that collective leadership has been an important component of spontaneous mobilization in shaping the organizational forms and resistance repertoires of wage-earning class fractions during the events. In response to mainstream accounts of the GPPs that romanticized spontaneity (as "apolitical" and "innocent") while demonizing organized leadership (as an opportunistic search for political gain), we intend to document that the dynamics of spontaneity and leadership were closely intertwined in the development and organization of the movement and its resistance repertoires.
We use the concept of "repertoires" as the arsenal of tools, strategies, and tactics employed in disruptive/extra-parliamentary collective mobilization such as the GPPs.
1 Bringing together a range of wage-earning class fractions, the GPPs utilized a myriad of repertoires that were intimately linked with the movement's organizational forms. Additionally, we propose a new framework to explain the emergence and development of resistance repertoires through the concept of "repertoire cultivation." We define repertoire cultivation as the development, accumulation, and sophistication of specific sets of knowhow and capabilities, namely tactics and strategies of resistance, in the very process of mass mobilization. The process of cultivation occurs in the following categories: (a) repertoire refinement, (b) repertoire transfer, (c) repertoire expansion, and (d) repertoire generation.
Repertoire refinement refers to the enhancement of already existing repertoires to increase their capacity for resistance. Repertoire transfer indicates the reutilization of certain repertoires from a different time or place to adapt and apply them to the circumstances at hand. This may happen through repertoire "redeployment," which is the reinvigoration of-not necessarily political-past abilities developed in a given community for novel situations; or through repertoire "emulation," which means borrowing tools of resistance from outside of the protest cycle. Repertoire expansion is the widening of a repertoire's
